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Annual General Meeting Agenda 
 
Date: Friday June 9th, 2017 
Location: Fairmont Mont Tremblant, CASEM Conference 
 
 
Agenda: 
 
1.0 Welcome & Introductions 
 
2.0 Approval of Agenda 
 
3.0 Approval of 2016 AGM Minutes 
 
4.0 Board Report 
 
5.0 Operations Report 
 
6.0 Board Nominations & Elections 
 
7.0 Awards 
 
8.0 Adjournment 
 
SPC Ontario Section will follow and host a fabulous Guest Speaker Dr. Margo 
Mountjoy with their AGM. 
 
You’re Invited! Following the AGM at 8:30PM EDT please join SPC for a social get 
together at a LE SHACK in the Tremblant Village- light refreshments will be 
provided!  
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2016 SPC Board Report  
Welcome to this year’s Sport Physiotherapy Canada AGM! We are pleased to be hosting you, 
again at the CASEM annual conference, and have the added activity of our Ontario Section 
joining us this weekend for their AGM directly after ours, as well.  

We are now part-way through our latest Strategic Plan and feel that we are hitting the 
milestones that we hoped for at this stage. We hope you feel the same.  

Our strategic plan pillars of Education, Profile and Communication/Culture continue to drive our 
energy and activities. Here is how last year looked in those categories:  

By all accounts, our first Concussion Symposium, held in November, was a resounding success. 
We heard great reviews on the level of 
educational material presented and our 
Division members really enjoyed the 
chance to connect with each other at a 
large event again.  

Our Concussion committee has agreed to 
continue to work together for us in this area 
and, so, we look forward to this year’s 
offering at the 2nd Concussion Symposium, 
to be held on Grey Cup weekend in 
Ottawa. Please consider joining us.  

Our first year of membership within the IFSPT 
culminated in having representation at 
their Executive Board Meeting in Las Vegas 
in December, where Shannon Estabrooks 
(SPC Board member) and Ashley Lewis 
(SPC Executive Director) held the floor for a 
well-received presentation on our Division 
and our programs and activities.  

Another IFSPT-related initiative was our 
decision, at our Fall Board, to apply to host 

the IFSPT’s 3
rd 

World Congress in Sport Physical Therapy, to be held in 2019. If successful in our 
bid, Chris Napier (SPC Board Director) will be leading the local planning committee in 
Vancouver. Fingers crossed that we will be selected!  

Our last IFSPT-related work was the submission of our credential program for their consideration in 
the group of countries whose credentials qualify for their designation of an Internationally 

Registered Sport Physical Therapist. We will hear back on our result after their June 15
th

, 2017 
meeting.  

Our Sport PT Title subcommittee continues to work together on this initiative of high member 
importance. Their time spent researching titling complexities and international peer comparisons 
led to a November 2016 presentation to the CPA Board. Our proposal to the Board was to work 
together on a CPA-titled designation (ie. CPA-titled Sport Physiotherapist), modelling what our 
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Australian counterparts do.  

Following the presentation, former CPA Executive Director Michael Brennan advised that the 
CPA Board supported us in our endeavours and hoped for us to survey our membership on the 3 
routes that they saw as options. These 3 routes were to either pursue a CPA-titled  

designation or an Alliance-recognized designation or to shift our focus on working within the 
CPA’s current Clinical Specialty Program and title to see if a mutual fit and benefit could be 
found for both programs.  

Following the Board Retreat feedback provided to us by Ereka Roach, our Member Services 
Coordinator, some significant initiatives around our Credential Program were committed to.  

We have addressed the ongoing confusion/frustration expressed around the Contact Hour 
requirements for the Certificate Exam, with the focus now being on skill acquisition around acute 
emergency situations and competency as declared by the mentor, rather than time spent in 
very specific sports.  

We have also created a new Maintenance of Credentials category for those individuals who no 
longer satisfy the field requirement portion of the maintenance but whose expertise we value in 
our Division. This new category includes a route back to full credential status should these 
members wish to apply for Major Games or mentor program candidates again.  

We have assembled a small working group to report back to us on the landscape of our 
credentials going forward. Related questions that we consistently field include how to view the 
sport physiotherapy credentials obtained by our internationally trained colleagues in their home 
country (prior to working in Canada) and how to consider the recent existence of new programs 
such as the IOC and sport-federation certified therapists. We want to make sure that our 
credentials continue to be relevant and in concert with the future landscape yet continue to 
meet the needs of our stakeholders and candidates.  

Still around credentials and education, the Fall Retreat yielded a desire to develop a shorter 
course, designed to complement the Sports First Responder, for those therapists new to the 
event coverage milieu. A request was made to put together a working group on this, who could 
design a format that would be suitable for delivery from our Provincial Sections.  

We rely heavily on our Provincial Sections for their energies in delivering programs and events 
appealing to the local sport physiotherapy community. For all who volunteer in this capacity, we 
sincerely thank you for being the vibrant and enthusiastic entry point to SPC.  

Lastly, we thank our dedicated SPC staff, Ashley Lewis and Ereka Roach, for their hard work on 
our behalf.  

Until next time,  

Nadine Plotnikoff SPC Chairperson  
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SPC Operations Report  
	
As I write this we are almost halfway into year 3 of our strategic plan (2015-2020) and as I reflect 
on all the activity we undertook in 2016 I can certainly say are full strides ahead.  
I’ve gone through the 22 Strategic Tactics in our Strategic Plan have provided a little report card 
below on which ones were the focus of activities in 2016.   
 
PROFILE 
 

Value of membership is broad in scope.  In 
partnership with our provincial sections we are 
constantly challenging ourselves to meet your 
expectations of membership and stretch 
membership dollars as far as possible. New 
initiatives launched in 2016 included paying for 
all members to be members of IFSPT 
(International Federation of Sport Physical 
Therapists). This gives you access to all of their 
member benefits as well. We encourage you to 

explore what they offer.  A very exciting partnership that started in 2016 and officially launch a 
few weeks ago was our partnership with British Journal of Sports Medicine (BJSM) 
 
Physiotherapists with SPC credentials are more involved with Canadian high performance 
organizations. Many thanks to our members at sport institutes including Paul Hunter and Kevin 
Wagner for working with us to advise on updates within the credential program and in their work 
advocating for SPC credentials. We hope as our policies and program update rolls out we 
continue to raise the standard.  
We were made aware In the fall of 2016 that the NHL Safety committee has mandated that 
physiotherapists working with teams require relevant licensing, first aid training and sport specific 
certification which can either be APTA or the SPC Diploma. As this mandate is in effect 
immediately we have committed to our NHL colleagues to support them as best we can to 
meet these criteria. We congratulate the NHL on recognizing the SPC Diploma as a skill set 
important to the safety of their players.  
There is consistent and informed communication regarding sport PT title and use. A lot of work 
and time has gone into this strategic tactic this past year. Our working group led by Genevieve 
Renaud has put in many hours of research and our SPC board has continued to advocate this 
initiative with our CPA colleagues. A detailed update will be provided later in this package. We 
thank all members who participated in the survey to provide your opinions- your feedback was 
very valuable! 

SPC credentials are seen as valued with enhanced recognition for credential holders.  We 
continue to work away at this tactic. A major milestone will be IFSPT recognizing our credentials 
as eligible for their title of Registered International Sports Physical Therapists (RISPT). We eagerly 
await our application review later this month. We would join the ranks of 8 other countries 
(Australia, Denmark, Ireland, New Zealand, Sweden, The Netherlands, UK and US) that have their 
credentials gain immediate acceptance.  
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Implement and maintaining an active platform on social media. Having implemented a more 
robust social media presence over the past few years, we continue, to fill our channels with 
information celebrating members and expanding our outreach to the public. We look forward 
to utilizing these channels in upcoming athlete, coach and public profile raising campaigns. If 
you don’t follow us already make sure you do! We love when members and clinics share our 
content far and wide.  

EDUCATION 
 
To offer competent and consistent mentorship nationally. We congratulate the working group of 
Laura Lundquist, Rhonda Shishkin and Ereka Roach on the launch of the enhanced mentorship 
program. Check out the Mentor Corner on our website for the new tools and resources. In 2016 
we revamped our mentor list to ensure we were capturing mentors active in regions across 
Canada. If you aren’t on the mentor list and would like to be be sure to fill out a form under the 
mentor corner on the website.  

Ensure credential exam utilizes current evidence and best practice. Under this tactic we’ve 
assembled a Credential Curriculum Review Team being led by Christian Sequin. A full review 
and update of the Credential Program objectives, updated and narrowed down references 
have been completed to launch this year. Stay tuned for the launch and roll out time lines. 
Written exam questions will be completely redone to compliment the updated objectives and 
the Oral Practical exam stations will be review as well. We will do our best with a roll out plan that 
disrupts current candidates as little as possible. 

The games selection process must be transparent with selection based on established selection 
criteria that is well-understood by applicants. Our major games host committee partners 
discontinued the use of CAMP for games applications and did not utilize a new system for 2016. 
SPC reverted to our paper application form but improved transparency in the process by 
adding a new games application checklist resource. Members can continue to update their 

games application form with their 
experiences and utilize the games 
application checklist when a call comes out 
to ensure they are capturing maximum 
points.  

We were thrilled with selections of our 
members in 2016 to major games teams. We 
congratulate everyone that applied for 
putting in very strong applications A huge 
thank to those that sit on our selection 
committee for their help in scoring and 

ranking the many SPC member applications that come in including Susan Massitti, Chris Napier, 
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Lois Pohold, Kim Lee-Knight, Miriam 
Lewis and Mireille Landry.  

SPC explores opportunities to offer new 
education. A huge thank you and 
congratulations to our concussion 
committee for putting on our inaugural 
concussion conference. A huge 
success with a sold-out audience. 
Thank you to the committee of Dianna 
Moulden, Heather Clegg, Jenny Dea, 
Kathryn Schneider, Marc Rizzardo, and 
Sioban Karam. This was a big 
undertaking that would not have been 
so successful without these great 
committee members. SPC invested in 
making this conference happen and 
we are thrilled to announce we will be in Ottawa during the Grey Cup weekend for the 2nd 
annual conference!  

Understanding of what their career pathway in sport could look like. Our provincial sections do a 
fabulous job of coordinating presentations to the students at each school. In 2016 we launch a 
special pricing opportunity for students to host a First Responder at their school. In partnering 
with the classes, we are able to cut facility costs to offer them a very low rate in the hopes they 
will also get further insight into our division and also choose to recert with us. We look forward to 
seeing these therapists join the ranks of SPC membership.  

The tactics to provide education to athletes while facilitating a better understanding of SPC 
members’ unique skill sets and the tactic to provide education to the general public while 
facilitating a better understanding of SPC members’ unique skill sets will be a focus as we 
transition to the back half of our strategic plan work.  

COMMUNICATION & CULTURE 
 
SPC is transparent and informative to members, provincial branches and committees. SPC 
continues to maintain many communication channels so that members don’t miss out on 
important information. Our monthly newsletters have an average open rate of 50% of the 
members. If you are not opening our monthly news be sure to mark this as a goal so you stay up 
to date as strive to continue to raise the value of membership for you, address issues and needs 
and advocate on your behalf.  

Members experience to be consistent, timely and predictable. The addition of Ereka Roach as 
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Member Service Coordinator has been a great boost in the member experience. Unfortunately 
as I write this report Ereka has recently tendered her resignation for a full time position. We will 
miss her greatly and appreciate your patience as work on a replacement. Capacity within SPC 
will be a focus going forward so we can continue to provide a high standard of support all 
committees, sections and members.  
Thank you to all members who take the time to provide feedback on our website- we continue 
to improve, update and provide as much information here as a central hub as possible. Be sure 
to login to your member profile on a regular basis to access resources and benefits such as BJSM 
issues.  

YEARLY OPERATIONS 

In addition to our strategic plan we still have our annual business items. I will provide an overview 
of our 2016 operations.  

Provincial Sections In 2016 we had 7 provincial sections operating. They all had many activities 
including organizing courses, education events such as speaker series, student presentations, 
student merit awards, organizing social and networking events and much more. If you haven’t 
already be sure to open their newsletters and check out their pages on the website (under 
About Us).  

BC- Paige Larson  
AB- Ryan Williams  
SK- Stephanie Peppler 
MB- Steve Moerman 

ON- Heather Clegg 
NB- Ryan Sweeney 
NS- Meredith Waisman 

I would like to personally extend a huge thank to the Chairs of the executives and their 
committee members as they are the boots on the ground and put in countless hours on behalf 
of the SPC membership. Be sure to attend an event in the future with your section.   

Courses 

First Responder: 21 Courses with 244 in total registration 
SPC Taping & SPC Protective Equipment: 6 Courses planned but only two ran. Toronto with 6 
attendees and Saskatoon with 13 Taping attendees and 10 Protective Equipment attendees. 
The quality of the course is very high but challenges in cost and delivery continue to be a barrier. 
Other courses: Sections hosted a variety of other courses based on regional need.   
Concussion Conference:  An addition to our 2016 education offerings with 170 total participants.  

Credential Program: In 2016 the credential program had 38 new applicants to it. The written 
online exam occurred for 47 candidates. We were very grateful for INS Quebec to host the Oral 
Practical exams where we had 38 Oral Practical Exam candidates.  
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Mentorship Program: The mentor corner was added to our website and the new mentor 
handbook and program roll out as mentioned in the above sections. We currently have 53 
active mentors. And 2 Mentor for Mentors. Submit your mentor form online to be added to the 
mentor list.  

Chief Examiner 2016 saw the retirement Guylaine Boutin as Chief Examiner. During the 2016 
exams she mentored our incoming Chief for 2017 Brigitte Gautier. We thank Guylaine for all her 
work as Chief Examiner. She’s trained a number of new examiners over her term as Chief and 
worked on various updating aspects of the examination process.  

Financials 

Our member equity is $201,502 representing our cash and investments as a division. We continue 
to maintain a healthy reserve fund for the division. We invested in several activities this year such 
as the inaugural Concussion Conference that finished our year with a deficit of -$28, 592. In the 
coming years these activities are planned to be self-sustaining and any excess revenue invested 
back into the member equity for future new activities.  

Our book keeping and audit are managed by the CPA staff and CPA auditors. We do not 
require appointing or approving these as they are done at the CPA AGM.  
 
Our investments continue to be well managed under Jeff Liebel, Vice President and Director, 
Investment Advisor with RBC Dominion Securities Inc. Our investments have generated 
additional income we can use towards division activities.  
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CANADIAN PHYSIOTHERAPY ASSOCIATION  
Sports Division of the Canadian Physiotherapy Association  
BALANCE SHEET (12-31-2016 AUDITED) 

 

CANADIAN PHYSIOTHERAPY ASSOCIATION  
Sports Division of the Canadian Physiotherapy Association  
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES (12-31-2016 AUDITED) 
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Your SPC Nomination Slate 
 
We are thrilled to announce for the fourth year in a row SPC will have an election to select our 
next board members. Please take the time to review this entire post as well as our strategic 
plan to best inform yourself on the candidates up for election. SPC is mid-way through our 
strategic plan with a focus on high-performance tactics, the credential program update 
including Sport PT title initiatives as well as increasing member benefits. Upon completion, the 
focus of the board will shift to profile building as well as increasing awareness and education to 
stakeholders such as NSO’s, PSO’s, coaches, teams etc. 
 
Item 6.0: Board Nominations SPC Board Current Status: 
Chair 
Nadine Plotnikoff, BC- Completed Year 1 of her second two-year term as chair. 
Director Positions: 
Paul Hunter, AB- Completed year 2 of his first two-year term. 
Timberly George, BC- Completed year 2 of her first two-year term. 
Shannon Estabrooks, NS- Year 1 of her second two-year term. 
Kim Lee-Knight, AB- Completed year 1 of her first two-year term. 
Chris Napier, BC- Completed year 1 of his first two-year term. 
Given the status above, the SPC board has 2 open director positions. The following nomination 
slate has been presented for consideration. SPC Nomination Chair, Rhonda Shishkin, is pleased 
to present the following Nomination Slate for the 2017 SPC Board of Directors: 
Slate of Nominations 
Paul Hunter- Alberta 
Siobhan Karam- Ontario 
Timberly George- British Columbia 
   

Paul Hunter 
 
Biographical Information: Paul Hunter is seeking a second term on the Sport Physiotherapy 
Canada National Board.  I was first elected to the Board in 2015.  Over these two years, have 
enjoyed my experience and would like to help see some of the projects through to 
completion.   I graduated from the University of British Columbia in 2000.  I am a co-owner of a 
private practice clinic in Calgary, Marda Loop Sport Physiotherapy.  In 2007, I became a 
consultant to the Canadian Sport Institute Calgary and started working with the Canadian Short 
Track Speed Skating Team and numerous other national athletes.  In 2011, following the 
Vancouver Olympics I became the Medical Lead for the Canadian Long Track Speed Skating 
Team.  I was the Lead team therapist for Long Track Speed Skating team for the Sochi Olympics 
and will continue with this role through the Pyeongchang Winter Olympics.  I am part of the 
National Sport Science Medical Advisory Committee and was also a presenter at the SPIN (Sport 
Innovation) Summit in 2016.  I continue to be a mentor in for the Canadian Academy of Manual 
Therapists.  I am married to Nicole Hunter a fellow physiotherapist and am a father to two boys 
aged 12 and 10.  I am a Scouts Canada leader and along with my wife will be assisting in 
guiding 21 youth on a 2 week canoe trip this summer.  I am an avid mountain biker, 
snowboarder, flyfisher and hunter (rifle and bow). 
 
Prior Leadership Experience: 
First Elected to the SPC National Board in 2015 
Currently part of the National Sport Science Medical Advisory Committee 
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Medical Lead for Speed Skating Canada (Long Track) 
Co-Owner Marda Loop Sport Physiotherapy 
College of Physical Therapists of BC (Student Rep 1999-2000) 
 
Issues of the Day Essay: Question 1: 
“What top three strategic issues do you see as being important to SPC over the next three years 
and what do you think would be the best approach moving forward?” 
• Continued integration of SPC into the National Sport Organizations. 
• Through my partnership with Canadian Sport Institute Calgary I am working with some 

excellent physiotherapists and getting to know even more.  The goal is to build this 
network with other high performance centres across Canada and help to enrich the 
knowledge base and working environment for physio’s that love sport. 

• Continued mentorship and assistance for physiotherapists wanting to work with NSO’s, 
professional sports and provincial sporting organizations. 

• It is important to always think about the next generation of physiotherapists and a succession 
plan.  This succession plan is just important for both the physiotherapist transitioning into 
the role as the go to person in the daily training environment and the old guard that will 
now become the teacher and mentor.  These are both crucial pieces to the progression 
of our knowledge base. 

• Continuing education opportunities for the SPC membership. 
• Domestically and internationally. Helping to facilitate conferences, presenters, and webinars 

as well as access to literature and research articles. 
 
Question 2: 
“How would your past experience and leadership skills help resolve these strategic issues and 
help you to make a valuable contribution to the Board?” 
I believe I am a collaborative leader.  In my work life I employ good and smart people to make 
the appropriate changes and/ or challenge me on the direction of a goal.  Good dialogue and 
respect for other opinions allows constructive debate and the ability to create positive 
change.  I try to tap into good council and learn from where we came from. 
We have a good group on the Board now.  There are people with different strengths that make 
this an effective and dynamic group.  I think I can really help in the next two years with a plan for 
some of the goals. 
 

Siobhan Karam 
 
Biographical Information: Siobhan Karam is a physiotherapist at Sports Medicine Specialists in 
Toronto.  Siobhan graduated from the University of Ottawa with a Master of Health Sciences in 
Physiotherapy/Maîtrise en Sciences de la Santé en physiothérapie.  Prior to pursuing her degree 
in Physiotherapy, Siobhan attended the University of Windsor where she completed a Bachelor 
of Movement Science in Human Kinetics.  She is currently working towards completing her 
credentials in Sport Physiotherapy and Manipulative Therapy.  Siobhan largely focuses her 
physiotherapy practice in concussion management and rehabilitation.  She partakes in clinical 
concussion research and works closely with national sport and concussion organizations, 
advocating global concussion awareness and advancement.  She is on the Sport Physiotherapy 
Canada Concussion Committee and serves as Membership Development Coordinator for Sport 
Physiotherapy Ontario.  Siobhan has an extensive background as a national and international 
level figure skater with 15 consecutive years of competitive experience in the discipline of ice 
dance.  She continues to stay involved in the sport of figure skating as a nationally certified 
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NCCP Ice Dance coach and Skate Canada Integrated Sports Team physiotherapist.  She 
participates on the medical team at a multitude of Skate Canada and International Skating 
Union events throughout the competitive season.  Siobhan is affluent in both English and French 
languages. 
 
Involvement in SPC or Provincial Section (experience, courses, etc):           
• Sport Physiotherapy Canada Concussion Committee 
◦ Hosted SPC’s First Annual Concussion Symposium (Toronto, November 2016) along with 

5 other members of the Concussion Committee 
• Membership Development Coordinator for Sport Physiotherapy Ontario 
• Certificate exam candidate May 2017 
 
Issues of the Day Essay: 
Question 1:“What top three strategic issues do you see as being important to SPC over the next 
three years and what do you think would be the best approach moving forward?” 
1 Education standard 
◦    The SPC credentialing program is an excellent educational framework and 

foundation for physiotherapists to develop competency in sports 
physiotherapy.  The curriculum involves mostly self-study, and candidates benefit 
from mentorship and hours of experience working in a variety of sport settings.  In 
order to advance the quality of the education system, candidates may benefit 
from the addition of standardized courses as a mandatory part of the curriculum 
(ie. equipment, taping, emergency, massage, etc.)  It may not be feasible to 
develop these courses or train mentors to teach the courses, so a different 
approach would be to collaborate with other professions to direct the courses (ie. 
ATs for taping, RMTs for massage, etc.). 

2 Establishing recognition of “Sport Physiotherapist” title as clinical specialty 
◦    Collaborate with the Canadian Physiotherapy Association to further develop the 

“Clinical Specialist in Sport” program, which will ultimately allow a physiotherapist 
that has passed the Certificate and Diploma examinations to attain the specialist 
designation. 

3 Promotion of SPC 
◦    Advocating the important role of sport physiotherapy in all levels of sport across 

Canada.  A collaboration with the Coaching Association of Canada and Sport 
Canada could serve as a means of educating Canada’s National Sport 
Organizations on the valuable role of sport physiotherapists to their associations, 
teams, and individual athletes. 

Question 2: “How would your past experience and leadership skills help resolve these strategic 
issues and help you to make a valuable contribution to the Board?” 
As Membership Development Coordinator for SPC ON, I have gained valuable insight into the 
strategies that are successful in promoting sport physiotherapy, as well gain membership interest 
and collaboration.  After playing a considerable role in hosting SPC’s first annual concussion 
symposium, I feel that I have exercised leadership skills and commitment to the profession of 
sport physiotherapy on a national level. 
 

Timberly George 
 
Biographical Information:   Westcoast born & raised, Timberly holds a BSc (Kinesiology) from SFU 
(1996), and a BSc (PT) from UBC (2004).  Timberlys’ primary focus after graduating from UBC was 
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to become an active member of the sports medicine community in BC and Canada and on 
obtaining her Sport Physiotherapy credentials. Timberly went on to achieve her Diploma 
from Sport Physiotherapy Canada (SPC) in 2007 and in 2012 was awarded the prestigious David 
Magee award for her outstanding contribution to Sport Physiotherapy in Canada. She currently 
sits on the Board of Directors for SPC at the end of her 2-year term. 
Timberly is very active in the sport physiotherapy community at the regional, national and 
international levels. Most recently, she is the Therapy Lead for the ever exciting Canada 7s World 
Rugby tournament in Vancouver, now in its 2ndyear.  She was the Venue Medical Manager at 
the Richmond Olympic Oval during the Vancouver 2010 Olympics, a member of the 2011 
Canadian Medical team for the FISU World University games in Shenzen, China and has travelled 
the world as a team therapist for both Rugby Canada and Field Hockey Canada. As an avid 
runner and cyclist, Timberly has developed strong ties to both the running and cycling 
communities in Vancouver.  
 
Prior Leadership Experience(s): 
• Current member of the SPC National Board since 2015 (see below) 
• Past Chair of the BC provincial section of SPC 2006-2012 
◦ organized countless seminars and events; moved from a paper to a digital newsletter; 

and hosted the first SPC-BC multi-disciplinary sport medicine full day symposium. 
• Past member of the BC provincial section of SPC 2002-2012 
• Part-owner of large, busy, multi-disciplinary clinic – shares responsibilities of clinic organization 

and management.  Key role in moving the clinic from paper to EMR charting/billing/on-
line booking. 

• Clinical faculty instructor for “The Business of Private Practice” and teaching assistant for the 
Sport PT modules at UBC School of Physical Therapy 

 
Involvement in SPC or Provincial Section (experience, courses, etc):           
• SPC national board member since 2015.  Highlights: 
◦ Initiated the move for SPC to join the International Federation of Sport Physiotherapists 

(IFSPT) 
◦ Sub-committee involvement in adapting the Maintenance of Credentials requirements 
◦ Planning committee for up-coming major Sport PT conference in connection with IFSPT 
◦ On-going involvement, communication, and development  regarding Sport PT titling 

and a high performance special interest group 
• SPC examiner 
• SPC mentor 
• Advisor to BC provincial section 
 
Question 1:“What top three strategic issues do you see as being important to SPC over the next 
three years and what do you think would be the best approach moving forward?” 
1  Profile – Sport PT Title – You, our members, have expressed that this is an important issue and a 

title of value.  We have been working diligently to make this a reality and progress has 
been achieved.  Continuing to determine the best path to get there is a current work in 
progress between the working group and our board. I believe once this title is in place, it 
will allow us to continue to raise the profile of our members to the general public, 
physicians, surgeons, and the national sport organizations who have yet to recognize the 
credentials as a necessary requirement to work in their sport. 

2 Education: Improving and Adapting the Credential program –  We have an excellent, long 
standing credential program that can only stand to be better as we continue to adapt 
and change.   We are in the process of making changes to make this an even more 
evidence based system, and one that is easily adapted based on the current trends and 
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emerging research, for instance in the field of concussion management.  The system 
needs to be accessible by any physiotherapist working in, or interested in working in 
sport, regardless of the sport and their geographical location. We are currently making 
changes to the requirements with respect to what has always been known as “contact 
sport hours” to “high injury risk”. This will open the door for those therapists working with 
sports not previously known to be contact sports.  Our program also needs to recognize 
other leaders in the profession who may have trained internationally, and with our recent 
entry into IFSPT, we will have better working guidelines within which we can make this 
achievable.  Our program should be one that is desirable to any new graduate and 
needs to be presented in a way that is both enticing and easily navigated through the 
steps in the process. 

3  Education : New Education – SPC has done a fantastic job at developing new courses 
directed towards those in the credential system such as the taping, protective 
equipment and concussion courses.  We are now looking at opportunities to develop 
educational opportunities to all of our members, both credentialed and non.  With 
recently joining the IFSPT and BJSM, the opportunity to host a major international based 
sport physiotherapy conference is a very near reality and one that would again raise our 
profile in the country among all sports medicine professionals and sporting groups. 

 
Question 2: “How would your past experience and leadership skills help resolve these strategic 
issues and help you to make a valuable contribution to the Board?” 
I feel that my last two years on the board have provided me the opportunity to discover our true 
potential as physiotherapists in the world of sport. Despite the lengthy history of SPC, I believe the 
current SPC Board, and its membership, have a powerful voice that is only still a lion cub, slowly 
developing its maturing loud roar that has yet to be heard across all avenues in sport.  Thanks to 
the work of all members in the past, my job as a board member is that much easier, albeit not 
without considerable effort. 
I have become knowledgeable with our strategic plan and our actions to achieve these ends. I 
feel confident in my energy and desire to continue to grow our profession and make us known 
by all in the sports medicine community as the “go to” health professional for all things sport 
therapy related. An additional two years on the board will allow me to continue working on a 
system that will make you, our members, feel your credentials are worthy, recognized, and 
valued.  And to provide the non-credentialed members continuing education that proves there 
is value in being a member of such a dynamic national division. 
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2016 Annual General Meeting Minutes 
 
The SPC Annual General Meeting took place on May 19th at 5:30pm PST at the Victoria, BC 
Conference Centre.  
 
Meeting Minutes 
 
1.0 Welcome & Introductions 
Nadine welcomed everyone and called the meeting to order. Appointment of scrutineers for 
the meeting.  Quorum for the meeting was met. Voting members signed in and obtained their 
voting ballots.  
 
2.0 Approval of Agenda 

Motion: To approved the agenda of the 2016 Annual General Meeting.  
Motion Carried. Agenda Approved.  
 

3.0 Approval of 2015 AGM Minutes 
       Motion: To approved the minutes of the 2015 Annual General Meeting.  
       Motion Carried. Minutes Approved. 
 
4.0 Board Report 

Shannon Estabrooks presented the 2016 Board Report. The full report can be found in the 
Annual Report package.  
 

5.0 Operations Report 
Ashley Lewis presented the Operations Report and Financial Report. The full report can be 
found the Annual Report package.  
 

6.0 Board Nominations & Elections 
Rhonda Shishkin took the floor as Nomination Chair.  SPC Board Current Status: 

 
Chair Nadine Plotnikoff, BC- Completed 1 two year term as chair. Zero nominations received 
for this position. Director Positions: 
Timberly George, BC- Year 2 of her first two year term. 
Paul Hunter, AB- Year 2 of his first two year term. 
Shannon Estabrooks, NS- Completed 1 two year term 
Laura Lundquist, NS- Laura has complete 2 two-year terms. 
Mireille Landry, ON- Mireille has complete 2 two-year terms. 
Given the status above, the SPC board has 3 open director positions. The following 
nomination slate has been presented for consideration. 

 
The Nomination Chair, Rhonda Shishkin presented the following Nomination Slate for the 2016 
SPC Board of Directors.  
Nomination Slate 
Chris Napier 
Geneviève Renaud 
Kim Lee- Knight 
Scott Anderson 
Shannon Estabrooks 
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Tricia Hayton 
 
Each candidate introduced themselves and provided a brief background on why they ran for 
the board.  
 
Election vote was carried out. Rhonda Shishkin announced that Chris Napier, Kim Lee- Knight 
and Shannon Estabrooks have been voted as to the SPC National Board of Directors.  
 
7.0 Awards 

Paul Hunter presented the Dave Magee Awards. The winners of the Award were:  
Under the category for outstanding contribution : Stephaine Peppler 
Under the Exam Support Category: Lindsay Facca, Erica Holmes, Mireille Landry and Kristie 
Mueller.  

 
8.0 Adjournment 
Nadine Plotnikoff thanked the outgoing board members, Laura Lundquist and Mireille Landry.  
Motion: To adjourn the meeting.  
Motion Carried 
 
Members were invited to a  Social with Refreshments & Member Input Session 
 
 


